Summer 2019 Herb Scarf Summer Research Projects

All Aboard! Migration to the New World during the 15th to 18th centuries  Professor Jose-Antonio Espin-Sanchez

- Award: Andre Costa

Analysis of Gender Representation in Economics Conferences  Professor Paul Goldsmith-Pinkham

- Award: Kumsal Özgür

Attracting and Retaining Talented Teachers: The Role of Salaries and Pensions  Professor Barbara Biasi

- Award: Calvin Jahnke

Bond Returns and Bond Issue Waves  Professor Matthew Spiegel

- Award: Jon Deuber
- Award: Nikita Saleev
- Award: Matthew Fantozzi

Dynamic Analysis of Edgeworth Price Cycles  Professor Mitsuru Igami

- Award: Alan Chiang

Find a Job, Move, Crash the Real Estate Market  Professor Matthew Spiegel

- Award: Douglas Hagemeister
- Award: Annie Zhao
- Award: Mathew Jacob
- Award: Neil Braganza
How Accounting Measurement Affect Banks' Investment Strategy / Runs in Shadow Banking: Evidence from Chinese P2P Lending Market  Professor Zeqiong Huang

- Award: Jingyi Cui

Human Capital, Migration, and the Returns to Schooling  Professor John Eric Humphries

- Award: Liana Wang
- Award: Aaron Dickstein

Playing Checkers in Chinatown  Professor Jose-Antonio Espin-Sanchez

- Award: Yagmur Yuksel

Popular Financial Advice vs. Economic Theory  Professor James Choi

- Award: Rohan Angadi
- Award: Rob Brinkmann
- Award: Vod Vilfort

Price Impact in Financial Markets  Professor Eduardo Davila

- Award: Raj Ramnani

Closed to further applications

Refugee Panel Data  Professor Mushfiq Mobarak

- Award: Robel Mulugeta

Shadow Banking  Professor Eduardo Davila
Closed to further applications

Spatial Policies and Economic Growth  Professor Costas Arkolakis

- Award: Johnny Xu

The Evolution of Wealth Inequality Over the Lifecycle  Professor Cormac O'Dea

- Award: Peter Luff

- Award: Ian Salvamoser
- Award: Michelle Kim

Unlocking Indonesia’s Potential: Opportunities for Investment and Growth  Professor Mushfiq Mobarak

- Award: Min Byung Chae
- Award: Kaan Cankat

Voting Rights of Native Americans  Professor Ebonya Washington

- Award: Nikita Raheja

Closed to further applications
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